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Leveraging Deception for Visibility into  
Inside-the-Network Threats  
Executive Summary
Despite the increase in awareness and resources, organizations remain unprepared to reliably defend 
themselves against the cyber attacks they are facing. This proposal examines the challenges of today’s 
threat landscape and the opportunities to address holes found within the cyber kill chain (attack lifecycle). 
It identifies how the adoption of active decoy and deception technologies can help organizations better 
prepare and protect themselves against advanced, targeted attacks.

Organizations are realizing the need to augment their defensive strategy with more offensive measures. 
These tactics include luring attackers into quickly revealing themselves when they conduct their attack 
activities and preventing the attacks propagation throughout the network and subsequent damages. 

To operationalize this offensive posture, organizations are using active deception systems for real-time 
detection of inside-the-network threats or what is commonly called post-infection breach detection. These 
systems enable organizations to proactively uncover attackers as they conduct: 

Reconnaissance—Deception-and-decoy systems lure attackers into revealing themselves as soon as they 
start looking at network services, virtual machines, IP services, and subnets for high-value data assets. 
Authentic deception and decoy technology can catch zero-day attacks (without having to rely on 
signatures or database lookups) and effectively entice attackers away from real assets. The use of real 
operating systems, full network services, protocols and data elements within the deception platform, and 
decoys creates the authentic environment, which becomes indistinguishable to production servers and 
assets.

Lateral Movement—The detection of lateral movement throughout the network or what is known as east 
– west traffic can be challenging. An active deception platform can accurately detect east-west traffic 
threats by identifying the infected clients being used by attackers to propagate the attack. This includes the 
detection of sleeper and time-triggered agents. These systems will also capture the tactics these attacks are 
using to help organizations understand the overall objective/intent of the attack. As a result, these systems 
significantly reduce detection time, providing the context organizations need for full remediation of an 
attack before it can cause damage.  

Exfiltration—It goes without saying that it is critical to stop an attacker from exfiltrating data from an 
organization. Deception Platforms can provide valuable insight that cannot typically be gathered by simply 
blocking an attack. With the ability to gather information about the attack’s payload, its activities, and the 
C&C machines to which it’s attempting to communicate, these platforms can detect advanced attacks in 
a low-friction manner. The platform enables the attack to play out in a controlled simulated environment, 
which collects the attack information while preventing the data from ever leaving the network. 

Deception Platforms play a critical role in the prevention and response management of a security breach, 
attack or incident. Once the attack is detected, the Attivo BOTsink analysis engine takes the attack activity 
and presents it to SOC teams in the form of reports, dashboards and/or automated integrations. Real-
time, substantiated alerts are also sent so that the attack can be quickly blocked and infected systems 
quarantined.
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Incident Response—A deception platform can dramatically improve incident response times with the 
detailed attack information that it gathers. These systems can identify the infected systems and the time, 
type, and anatomy of the attack. IOC, PCAP, STIX, and Syslog reporting is available as well as automated 
integrations with SIEM, firewall, and other prevention systems to manually or automatically block and 
quarantine infected systems. Additionally, alerts are based on engagement with the deception platform, 
and by design an alert will only be sent once actual engagement with the deception server has occurred. 
This allows incident response teams to focus on what is actionable and comes with the substantiated detail 
required to immediately address the infected system.

Forensics—The quality and depth of attack information gathered can substantially impact the time to 
remediation. A deception platform will provide a catalog of all attack activity (attempted communications 
and propagation activity), which makes it easy for the organization to understand an attack’s anatomy 
and objectives to support ongoing analysis and forensics activities. In addition to wide variety of forensic 
reports, the Attivo Deception Platform provides a reporting dashboard with detailed attack information and 
drill down menus.

Attivo Networks Deception Platform
The Attivo Networks deception platform detects advanced threats as they propagate throughout the 
organization’s network and data center. Designed to augment and extend the value of existing security 
systems, the Attivo BOTsink® family of dynamic-detection engagement servers lay strategic traps throughout 
the enterprise to deceive, detect, and defend against attacks as they begin scanning, targeting, and 
probing network clients, servers, and services for targets. 

Based on active decoys and dynamic deception technology, the BOTsink solutions engage with 
attackers in real-time, immediately notifying prevention systems and stopping attackers in their tracks. 
The BOTsink platform runs real operating systems, full services, and applications, along with the ability to 
completely customize the environment by importing the organization’s golden images and applications. 
As a result, Attivo Networks provides an authentic environment that is baited with lures and traps while 
being indistinguishable from company servers. Additionally, the BOTsink solution only generates accurate, 
actionable alerts based on the solution’s engagement with the attack, greatly reducing the time it takes to 
detect and shut an attack down.

The alerts include valuable details, such as: 

• IP addresses of infected machines  
• Username and password combinations  
• Any dropped payloads including location and type of attacks  
• Attack activity, including any data it has targeted for download or export
• Lateral movement inside BOTsink  
• Any system/kernel changes, process creation, process injection, registry, and network activity 

The BOTsink Analyze, Monitor and Record (AMR) Engine feeds events to the Attivo Networks patented Multi-
Dimensional Correlation Engine to generate attack sequences that provide organizations with an accurate 
catalog of all the attack’s activity. The BOTsink solution will also provide multiple reports in various formats 
with the forensics required to capture attacker method and intent, update prevention systems, and prevent 
future attacks. The BOTsink threat intelligence dashboard provides a centralized, easy viewing display and 
an organized way to drill down into attack information.
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Use Cases 
 
1. If a breach were to occur in your network, are you capable of disrupting an attacker?

Prevention-based security solutions have 
proven that they have gaps in being able 
to reliably stop a determined attacker from 
getting inside a network. Organizations are 
now accepting that a more comprehensive 
approach to security is needed and that 
prevention alone is no longer enough. Instead 
of striving for an impenetrable defense of 
assets and networks, organizations are moving 
to an approach that provides a balance of 
prevention and detection methods to secure 
their network. This approach is aligned to not 
only protect, but also to detect, deny, disrupt, 
and recover. One of the ways in which the 
Attivo BOTsink solution is able to disrupt an attacker is by leveraging the existing production 
assets to host deception lures. The Attivo solution strategically places deception lures aka 
“breadcrumbs” across these systems creating deception matrix across endpoints, data centers, 
and critical areas of a user network. These deception lures appear as “valid” credentials and 
have a direct path, which lures the attacker into logging into the Attivo deception platform. With 
this technique, an attack can be disrupted by confusing the attacker into spending time figuring 
out a deceptive vs production credential and with them falling for the bait that will move them 
to the Attivo BOTsink engagement server for immediate detection and entrapment. 

2. Do you have enough visibility in your data center?
Data centers create their own set of visibility and detection challenges given the large amounts 
of data they handle and the scalability they require. The Attivo BOTsink deception solution can 
be easily deployed across private, public, 
and hybrid data centers since it is a non-
intrusive solution that needs only a trunk 
or access port for monitoring data center 
networks. Friction-less to deploy, the solution 
provides immediate, scalable, and real-time 
visibility into East-West data center traffic. The 
Attivo Networks deception platform supports 
VMware, AWS, and OpenStack cloud 
environments with large scale deployments 
easily managed though the Attivo Central 
Manager. 
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3. Have you equipped your SOC team to efficiently analyze attack samples (email or binary)?
A sandbox is a key technology that has established itself as a must-have tool in one’s security 
resource arsenal. A sandbox can be beneficial to an incident response team that is working to 
assess the impact of an incident. It is the only machine augmented solution that offers insight 
when you are dealing with unknown binaries or grey-ware. The Attivo BOTsink solution offers a 
“built in” sandbox that can be used to evaluate binary executables and emails. The BOTsink 
interface allows for the download of a detailed report that goes beyond just the characteristics 
seen on the end point. The BOTsink solution offers a network wide impact assessment of an 
execution trace in the sandbox. Attivo Networks offers this ability to analyze samples in a 
custom environment and delivers detailed reports within minutes. This can dramatically improve 
efficiency and response times when compared to the typical 4-8 hours of manual analysis 
performed by SOC team personnel. The Attivo analysis engine has proven to be an extremely 
helpful resource for companies needed to investigate  phishing emails attacks. suspicious emails 
can be submitted directly to the BOTsink analysis engine to determine if they are malicious, again 
saving hours of manual research and validation. Additionally, since the BOTsink engine is not 
limited by time, it can be very effective in analyzing time trigger and ploymorphic attacks.

4. What are the chances of detecting an attacker (internal or external) in your network?
Deception can be deployed throughout the entire network making the entire network a 
deception grid. This provides the greatest probability of detecting an attacker. It is important 
for an organization to understand where their greatest vulnerabilities are and to evaluate the 
most appropriate locations to deploy decoy assets and endpoint deceptions. Attivo Deception 
Platform makes automating the deployment of deception assets based on current threat 
modeling within the organization both seamless and easily scalable. If a particular segment, 
cloud deployment, or application sees an increase in susceptibility to cyber attack, BOTsink 
engagement servers can take unused IP addresses in that particular location and deploy 
deception assets in greater numbers than real assets to tip the scales against an attacker.

5. Does your security system allow you to discover and characterize an attacker by abstracting Tactics, 
    Techniques, and Procedures (TTP)? 

An adversary behind an attack is a human (threat actor) that can be characterized with their 
TTPs. TTPs are critical in identifying an adversary or adversary’s group behind a breach. It allows 
an incident response manager to assess and mitigate the impact of an intrusion. It speeds up 
the recovery process overall. The Attivo BOTsink deception platform offers advanced sinkhole 
features that can proxy with the C&C belonging to the attacker. The entire attack sequence 
gets captured in BOTsink with the ability to terminate and foil an attacker’s motive any time. 
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6. Are you confident in your Red Team’s performance and findings?
Most organizations employ the use of internal red teams or hire external firms to do ongoing 
penetration testing of their environment. The intent is to discover vulnerable entry points or 
systems in order to address the issue before an attacker uses it to their advantage. But how does 
an organization ensure that their red team is adequately performing this function?  Are they using 
the newest and most sophisticated reconnaissance tools?  By leveraging the Attivo deception 
platform you can deploy decoy assets that “should be” discovered by any internal or for hire red 
team. By adding deception, organizations efficiently gain an additional level of validation as to 
the effectiveness of the pen testers.

About Attivo Networks
Attivo Networks® provides the real-time detection and analysis of inside-the-network threats. The Attivo 
ThreatDefend™ Deception and Response Platform detects stolen credentials, ransomware, and targeted 
attacks within user networks, data centers, clouds, SCADA, and IoT environments by deceiving an attacker 
into revealing themselves. Comprehensive attack analysis and actionable alerts empower accelerated 
incident response.  www.attivonetworks.com




